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Hello to All ....
They're Spraying a 3lb. rate Captan 80 WDG with 1 Qt. CS2005
in Deerfield this morning.... Lots of 'green' came on over the
weekend.
Whenever a 'Big National Retailer' [BNR] Rep tells you about
all the scenarios in which you need a high-A.I.-metallic-copper
product, ask him to provide you the printed research
substantiating his claim. There isn't any. I can't find any. All
renowned Researchers claim the opposite.
....and Nope.... There's still no other Copper FungicideBactericide that works Systemically. Only CS2005.
You do not need a pH reducer with CS2005. But remember
about products like Captan that do need some help.
****** Switch Gears
Some recent discussions on Soil Analysis and pH and Testing
frequency ....
* A regular-common-place Soil Test should be done every 2-3
years... and can be stretched to 4 yrs under certain programs.
* If you haven't done a Redox Soil Analysis, I highly
recommend that you do asap. This one is extreme with 3 times
the 'Data-Points'
* A Soil pH of 6.2 - 6.6 is ideal for Apple-Pear-all Stone Fruits
If you are scratching your head wondering about any results
from the traditional --
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ground-applied-N-P-K dry-blended granular products.....
especially when you get the Invoice from the BNR,,,,???
...... Please pretty Please visit with us about Redox before
spending any more money and time...... 95% of Redox
users are very impressed.... like amazed. Unless they
aren't keeping track of results.
Have a Blessed week....

